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Free activities ideas for developing children’s communication

Ideas for communication work
The Communication Targets and Activities 

Project (Commtap) allows speech and 

language therapists, language and 

communication teachers and others to share 

activities for working with children with 

communication difficulties in schools and 

other locations.

On www.commtap.org, you will find activities 

sheets for working with children at a range of 

different levels and across a variety of 

curriculum and skill areas. There are activities 

which are aimed at individual and group 

work, and ideas for strategies to use in the 

classroom.

EYFS, P-Scales, National 

Curriculum
Activities on the site are organised using the 

Early Years Foundation Stage Curriculum, the 

P-scales and the National Curriculum. The site 

can accommodate activities suitable for use 

in early years, primary and secondary 

schools. It also has sections for adults with 

communication difficulties.

Quick and easy to use
Commtap activities sheets use a simple 

standardised format making them easy and 

quick to read. They are designed to be used 

by education staff, such as learning support 

assistants, who have had guidance from an 

appropriate specialist.

Anyone can contribute or edit activities 

sheets, however all contributions are 

checked before they are made visible on the 

site.

How to find activities sheets
Go to www.commtap.org. You can find 

activities by level as follows:

Choose a setting

Choose a type of activities sheet

For example, click on “primary”.

For example, choose “Language and 

Communication”. You will then get a list of 

activities sheets in order of level:
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Saving time
The principle is that therapists and specialist 

teachers create activities sheets (which they 

would have written in any case) which are 

then included on the site. When children with 

similar needs are seen by other specialists, 

there is then no need to re-write an activities 

sheet that has already been written.

Narrow down the list

Use the links at the side and the bottom to 

narrow down what you are looking for.
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You can choose 

activities sheets within 

different level ranges 

(e.g. P4-P8), or from 

different curriculum/ 

communication areas. 

Click on “More 

categories” for more 

options, such as autism 

spectrum disorder 

(ASD).

4 Other ways of finding stuff

You can use the “quick start” box (from the 

home page) to get to a list of activities 

sheets quickly. You can also use the search 

box to search for particular communication 

skills or activities.

What an activities sheet looks like
Commtap activities sheets always have the 

same format – whether it is for a child with 

severe communication difficulties, or for a 

more able child working at level 2 of the 

National Curriculum. Here’s one displayed for 

use in Early Years:

Creating an activities sheet
Anyone can create their own activities sheet or 

edit other activities sheets on the site (all 

material is checked before it goes public). This is 

how you create one:

1 Click on “Create!”

information about that skill area/level –

including a description where available.

The create link is on the grey bar at the top of 

each page. You may be asked to log in.

2 Choose something to create

For example, you could choose to create a 

“Language and Communication Activities 

Sheet”. 

This activities sheet is 

also suitable for use in 

primary. You can change 

the scale using the box on 

the left to see where it 

fits into the P-scales, this 

changes the title:

3 Follow the step by step instructions

You type your activities in boxes:

4 Come back to the sheet you created

If you logged in to create your activities sheet, 

you can log in and come back to your new 

activities sheet at any time – even before it has 

gone “live” on the site.

For more information
Email: tap@commtap.org

Phone: 020 7250 8064

Mail: Commtap CIC, CAN Mezzanine, 49-51 East 

Road, London, N1 6AH.
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If you click on the abbreviation at the beginning 

of the title (EL P6 – English Listening P6 here), 

you will go to a page which gives you more 


